Abstract. In this paper, a novel image fusion method is proposed which combines nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) with PCNN. Firstly, it makes use of the NSCT's shift invariance to suppress the pseudo-Gibbs phenomena around singularities, which appears in the DWT. Secondly, the edge feature is used to motive the improved PCNN model, to retain more edge and texture details. Some experiments are performed in images such as clock, pepsi and book images comparing the proposed algorithm with the SML-CT,PCNN-NSCT and SF-NSCT-PCNN methods The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can not only extract more important visual information from source images, but also effectively avoid the introduction of artificial information.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-focus image fusion is one part of the image fusion domain, which is still concerned so far. Recently, multi-resolution analysis is widely used in image fusion, which includes wavelets, Laplacian pyramid and gradient pyramid, the ratio of low pass pyramid and contrast pyramid. The traditional wavelet transform can capture the limited direction information, but cannot capture the outline information and cause pseudo-Gibbs phenomena around singularities. To solve these issues, some researchers put forward stationary contourlet transform [1] and àtrous wavelet transform [2] ， but edge information are missed. Besides, the nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) put forward by Cunha also can solve these problems with its shift invariance, anisotropy and rich directions [3] .
Pulse coupled neural network (PCNN) is proposed by Eckhorn in 1900, which owns some excellent characters, such as global coupling and pulse synchronization [4] .Reference [5] presents a multifocus image fusion method in Sharp Frequency Localized Contourlet Transform(SFLCT) domain based on a sum-modified-Laplacian. In Ref. [6] proposed image fusion algorithm based on nonsubsampled contourlet transform and pulse coupled neural netwrork. By using NSCT,the input images were decomposed into a number of sub-images with various scales and directional features.Then,based on PCNN,a fusion rule is given.Reference [7] presents Image Fusion Algorithm Based on Spatial Frequency-Motivated Pulse Coupled Neural Networks in Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform Domain .in which NSCT is associated with PCNN and used in image fusion to make full use of the characteristics of them.Spatial frequency in NSCT domain is input to motivate PCNN and coeffcients in NSCT domain with large firing times are selected as coeffcients of the fused image.
In this paper,we introduce the energy of edge (EOE) to stimulate the PCNN，which design a fusion method based on modified PCNN and NSCT which introduces energy of edge. It makes use of the NSCT's shift invariance to suppress the pseudo-Gibbs phenomena around singularities, which appears in the DWT. Then, the edge feature is used to motive the improved PCNN model, to retain more edge and texture details.
MODIFIED PULSE COUPLED NEURAL NETWORK
The traditional PCNN is a feedback network and one neuron of PCNN consists of three parts: the receptive parts, the modulation field, and the pulse generator.
By the analyzing the structure of neuron, there are many parameters to determine, which is not beneficial to practical application. Some researchers propose the simplified PCNN model according to the different goal. However, this does not get the ideal results in image fusion. So, a modified PCNN model is adopted in this paper. Besides, the linking coefficient β and external stimulus play a key role in PCNN, which directly decide the performance of PCNN. In the literature [4] , the author points out that the U will produce the false decisions while linking with low-intensity pixel of the image that just below the threshold potential θ. So, he proposes the Sigmoid function for processing of input quality. Sigmoid response of output is used as a feed back to the L channel. So we get the mathematical equations of Modified PCNN are shown from (1) to (7) , ,
Where i and j denote the pixel space coordinate, D denotes the neighborhood around the pixel at position (i ,j) , m and n are the decomposed scale and direction, α U is the weighted factor, α L and α θ are the delay constants , W i, j, k, l is the synaptic weight V L and V θ are the amplitude gain, n denotes the iteration number currently, step is the step response, when U i, j exceeds θ i ,j ,it will output 1,otherwise it will output 0. The linking coefficient 1 >β>0 is a key role in PCNN which decides the lifting range and exciting character in the region mentioned in some literatures. In general, the weighing coefficient is a constant, which is a limitation for the adaptation of the method. So, some measures are made to strength the ability to adaption. Because the human eyes is more sensitive to region than the signal pixel .To make use of the surrounding information, The size of the region around S i, j is chosen as (2N+1) × (2M+1).Hence the region feature D i, j is computed using equations (8) , ,
At last, the Sigmoid activation function is used to calculate the linking coefficient β i , j as shown in equations (9), Where, k is the weighing constant which is assigned by experiment or experience. 
IMAGE FUSION METHOD BASE ON EOE-PCNN-NSCT

Energy of edge
The original image fusion method based on PCNN uses the gray value of pixel as the external stimulus which is representing the feature of image. Recently, a new image fusion method combines NSCT and SF is proposed,which get better result in fused image. Moreover, the author points out that the SML or EOL is utilized as the external input of PCNN, which would improve the method performance. We can know that human eye is sensitive to edge information.The EOL can better denote the edge feature than EOL,SF,SML. So we choose the EOE as the external stimulus of PCNN in NSCT domain, which is computed by equation (10) . So the edge feature can be extracted by three filtering operators defined above [8] .
The EOE-PCNN-NSCT-based image fusion method
According to the discussion above, we get fusion method of this paper. In other image fusion algorithm, the firing times is regarded as the criteria for selecting the fusion coefficient. The larger firing times corresponding to the position is choose. So we get the flowchart of the proposed image fusion method is shown in Fig.1 . 
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Where LTS
A and LTS B is the sum of local firing times, is computed by Eq. (13). 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To test the performance of the proposed fusion method, several experiments are conducted on the proposed methods. Three group images are selected for testing namely the clock, pesis and book which are shown in Fig.3 . We compare the proposed algorithm with a number of the state-of-the-art algorithms, such as Sum-modified-Laplacian contourlet (SML-CT), PCNN-NSCT, the spatial frequency motivated PCNN (SF-PCNN-NSCT) [6] . Subjective criteria and objective criteria are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in the experiments.
Subjective evaluation
The book is selected for the subjective testing. The results of the different fusion methods are shown in Fig.3 We use the fused images subtract the left focus image and get the difference images are shown Fig.4 (g)-(i) .The difference between (c) and (a), or (d) and a) in right parts is obvious. This means the information of the original is not better transformed to the fused image. However, the difference between (e) and (a), or (f) and (a) is not obvious. This indicates that the original information almost is transformed into the fused image. And that the difference between SF-PCNN-NSCT and EOE-PCNN-NSCT is still to distinguish. So we evaluate them in objective evaluation part. Besides, the proposed method gets better effect than MAX-NSCT and PCNN-NSCT.
Objective evaluation 1) Mutual Information
Mutual information (MI) is the measure of correlation between two random variables, or a random variable contains information that contains a measure of another random variable. The larger value of the mutual information, the more information extracted from the original image [9] . The total mutual information can be computed using the following equations 2) Q AB/F Q AB/F denotes the retaining amount of the edge information of the source image which using the Sobel edge detection operator. The larger the value is, the more edge information is transformed to the fused image [10] . All the three group images are used to testify the objective performance in this paper. We compare the proposed fusion algorithm with the other methods. The different fused results of different fusion methods are shown in Table. 1. We can learn that the proposed image fusion algorithm gets better than the other algorithms in MI and Q AB/F . It can transfer more information form source image to the fused image whiling retaining more edge information. In the subjective evaluation, it is hard to distinguish the proposed method and the SF-PCNN-NSCT. But, the proposed method outperforms the SF-PCNN-NSCT in objective evaluation.
Conclusion
The traditional PCNN model has many parameters to be set, which is not good for image processing. The traditional model is modified in this paper to simplify the complexity. The linking strength β of the modified PCNN model is adjusted according to EOE by Sigmoid response function. The EOE is extracted from the NSCT domain to motivate the modified PCNN which. The proposed method is evaluated in subjective and objective criteria. Besides, the proposed method is compared with other methods so as to illustrate the superiority of the proposed. The experimental results of the proposed methods get better results than the other methods in MI and QAB/F.
